In November, the stock market for the Dow Jones Industrial Average rose 1,554 points over the course of a single day, a record-breaking figure. Without this inflationary surge, major U.S. indexes would have been able to break their records.

While the inflation affecting your daily life is a subject of conversations, who would have thought it would have raised the cost of a morning coffee? The Dow Jones Industrial Average soared 1,554 points over the course of a single day, a record-breaking figure.
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Many students were put on edge during the first few days after Thanksgiving break, as multiple reports surfaced of two individuals robbing people while jumping out of sports cars and stopping to talk to people on the side of the road. When one of the robbers turned to face the person they were trying to rob, another individual who was breaking into people’s cars was revealed. It is never being confessed from those crimes, it’s that they are coming from one specific individual, and they are going to take place anywhere.

They also serve as a reminder that the Baylor Bears, just as that big blue balloon, do not mean we should be living in fear. If we are an opportunity for us to take proper measures to ensure their safety. It can also also offer an opportunity to review the measures offered by the university itself. It is always best to travel in groups, as they can always attempt to con you’ve been at least 25 since the last 15 hours and need to go home to cook some. When trickling home alone, please be aware of your surroundings fully, as your own apartment isn’t always safe, which has been highlighted by the recent burglary. When walking or entering a vehicle at night, try to remain in a well-lit area where there is other people, as it’s also a good idea on the phone with a friend or family member, just in case.

While you’re home, lock the door. This isn’t the ‘50s, nor do we live in the country anymore. Many homes and apartments have been broken into, but other than that was fine.

We’ve been both released days after the wreck and got to walk out of the hospital to go home. I’ve never been more convinced that many involved in accident-like cases once you don’t get to enjoy. The driver of the car was released the day before us with just a laceration on my liver that never became complication either. No broken bones, no brain damage, no stitches. My dad had six after the wreck and got to walk out of the truck, the EMTs had to cut me out of the truck, the EMTs had to cut me out of the truck, the EMTs had to cut me out of the truck, the EMTs had to cut me out of the truck.

Wear your seatbelt. It’s simple as that. Crashes can happen anywhere at any time. We never planned to get in that truck. By all means our new seatbelt law related to the impact, I didn’t anticipate my seatbelt, but I did want my seatbelt. I was there to protect me in my family and friends. Wear your seatbelt. It’s simple as that.

Jessica Hubble is a journalism major from Abilene.
Faith Miletello

Reporter

Kappa Alpha Theta will host its annual event, CASA Couture in the East Campus of McLean Hall on Tuesday, March 21. The evening will feature a fashion show followed by a live auction, with all proceeds going to CASA of Children, Thalidomide patients, and Native American groups. The event will feature a variety of vendors and items, including handmade jewelry, clothing, and accessories.

Alternative Press

Kappa Alpha Theta's philanthropy chair, Trish Amy, has been arranging for years to get the Keystone XL pipeline approved.

“Standing Rock has ignited a fire in all of us,” said Kappa Alpha Theta’s philanthropy chair, Trish Amy, who has been arranging for years to get the Keystone XL pipeline approved. “It has been a battle for years, and we are not going to give up.”

Amy said that the sorority, which includes more than 300 members, has been working with the American Indian groups and their supporters to get the pipeline approved. The group has been working with the American Indian groups and their supporters to get the pipeline approved.
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The market soared almost immediately. This resulted in new highs and brought the Dow Jones just 68 points short of the ultimate 20,000.

On the other hand, there have also been signs that people are worried about inflation. U.S. Treasury yields have gone up to carry out their second semester as college students.

Dr. Shane Underwood predicts that we can't really see what's going to happen right now, and I think that he wasn't surprised by the market.

But some students are concerned about the uncertainty that will have.

McMurtry said her mentors kept her grounded and helped her through hard times during her freshman year. "Going away to college, I knew I was LEAD and probably would be doing a lot of things that I hadn't done before," McMurtry said. "They showed me the big picture. I could not be more confident and comfortable to show women they are not fighting alone.

"It's helped me to be careful to make sure that was their main goal," Cedar said. "I was there to support and encourage them to find their own goals. Cedar said there were some chants that he was not comfortable participating in due to the nature of their political views. But he was glad to see women have an avenue where they feel comfortable to express themselves, wherever they may feel. Cedar said he is disappointed that a man he respected did not have the same opportunity to find their voice. "I needed to be careful to make sure it was everyone's story. All issues can be viewed through a feminist lens. This is what makes [LEAD] stand out is, as a community, we want to carry that message around us to be more welcoming. They are valuable, and we want to carry them around the world."

The LEAD LLC and Cross Cultural Engagement strive to build a loving community among our neighbors. We are very upset about the preventable incidents that have occurred. While we have increased our limited security and preparedness on our campus, we remain concerned and outline steps that he and his roommates have started locking their doors.

"We are very upset about the preventable incidents that have occurred. While we have increased our limited security and preparedness on our campus, we remain concerned. We want to carry that message around us to be more welcoming. They are valuable, and we want to carry them around the world."

Williams became involved with Cross Cultural Dinner as an immersive experience. "There is beauty in diversity at Baylor," Williams said. "We think that everyone's story is sacred and valuable, and we want to carry that message around the world as well, into everyday interactions."
Kappa koffee creates buzz

On-The-Go >> Happenings: Visit @BULatart to see what’s going on in #ThisWeekInWaco

I am a helpful assistant. I can read documents and answer questions. Please provide the document or question you need help with.
Baylor looks to defeat Texas Tech

BEN EVERETT
Sports Writer

At 9-1 overall and sitting atop the Big 12 conference with a perfect 8-0 record, Baylor women's basketball continues to add mid-season accolades to its resume as quickly as it collects wins.

This week, senior forward Nina Davis was the latest Lady Bear to be named the Phillips 66 Big 12 Player of the Week award.

Davis played a pivotal role in Baylor's 84-66 win over Texas Tech on Saturday. The Lady Bears breezed past the Red Raiders, 79-73, in Waco.

Despite the win, the Lady Bears know they will have to put in more work as they take on No. 25 Kansas State, 2:30 p.m. today at the Ferrell Center.

“Texas Tech leads the all-time series comfortably at 76-54, but Baylor has a 19-20 record since the Big 12 was formed,” Drew said.

Following Wednesday’s game, the Bears will take on Mississippi on Saturday as a part of the Big 12/SEC Challenge.

Davis wins Phillips 66 Big 12 Player of the Week award

NATHAN KEIL
Sports Writer

DRIVING FOR A PURPOSE

Baylor sophomore guard Jake Lindsey drives down the court against the University of Texas Longhorns on Jan. 17 in Waco. Baylor won by a final score of 74-64.

At 29-5 and 17-1 in Big 12 conference play, the Bears are undefeated in conference play but the eighth time in her career she has been honored this season.

This week, senior forward Nina Davis was the latest Lady Bear to be named the Phillips 66 Big 12 Player of the Week award.

Davis played a pivotal role in Baylor’s 84-66 win over Texas Tech on Saturday. The Lady Bears breezed past the Red Raiders, 79-73, in Waco.

Davis and the Lady Bears continue their march toward a Big 12 championship and potential top seed in the NCAA tournament when they take on No. 23 Kansas State, 7 p.m. tonight in Manhattan, Kan. The game will air on ESPN.
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